RIBRAVE PULSE™
Owner’s Manual
User Manual and Instructions

Thank you for choosing the RIBRAVE PULSE™ Inflatable Stand Up Paddle Board.
Please carefully read the instructions within this manual as it will help you to get more enjoyment and a longer life from your
investment.

Product is intended for adult assembly.
Unpacking:
Unpack on a clean surface free of sharp objects that might damage the stand up paddle board. Please note carefully the way it has
been packed, so you can roll up your stand up paddle board and carry/stow it in the future with the enclosed SUP backpack. Stow
it for traveling, winter storage, and when the stand up paddle board is not going to be used for extended periods of time.
Check that it is complete with all the parts:





RibRave Pulse™ Stand Up Paddle Board
Heavy Duty Nylon Compression Strap
SUP Pump and Pressure Gauge
Removable Center Big Fin

*Please refer to Invoice/Packing Slip for all contents within your order package.
Air Valves:
First remove the protective valve cover by turning and removing it. The valve has a two-way action: either free-flow, meaning air
can freely pass in both directions, and one-way (in) only. You can alternate between the modes by pressing the central pushpin
and gently turning it, then releasing. For the
one-way (in) position on the air valve, we suggest using the Bravo pump provided.
CAUTION: Never use a high pressure air source like a tire inflator or you risk bursting your stand up paddle board.
Assembly:
1. Unpack the stand up paddle board from its box or bag and unroll it. Use included Bravo pump to inflate it until it forms its
proper shape. The gauge is only accurate when the amount of air pressure inside the stand up paddle board exceeds 10
PSI.
2. Pump air into the RIBRAVE PULSE™ Inflatable Stand Up Paddle Board until it reaches at least 10 PSI minimum, 15 PSI
maximum for optimal performance.
3. Once the stand up paddle board is fully inflated, insert the center big fin into the slot on the bottom of the board. After
fully sliding the fin into the slot, insert flat pin to secure the big fin onto the board.

Packing Up The RIBRAVE PULSE™:

1. Start by releasing the air completely from the board by turning the pushpin on the air valve to the free-flow position.
2. Remove the center big fin.
3. Begin rolling the stand up paddle board from nose (front) to rear, until the board is completely folded.
4. Wrap the heavy duty nylon compression strap around the board, and clip the strap together so the board stays
folded.

General Care and Maintenance:

1. Always store your inflatable stand up paddle board out of the sun when not in use. The fabric of your RIBRAVE
PULSE™ has been designed to cope with the damaging UV, but by avoiding unnecessary exposure to sunlight you can
double the life of your investment.
2. Wash down with fresh water after each use and stow in a cool, dry place.
3. Clean stains and dirt off the fabric with a gentle household cleaner (non-solvent) if needed. Avoid contact with fuels,
solvents or oils.
4. If you think you have a leak, check the valves first by applying a little soapy water to them when the boat is fully
inflated and watch for any sign of bubbles. Gently pushing in the push pin in the valve in short bursts may clear any
dirt or debris stuck under the seal. Also check for physical damage such as cuts by applying soapy water to the whole
surface and carefully check for signs of bubbles.

Fire Risk: The fabric is flammable and can melt at high temperatures. Please take sensible precautions when near
anything hot or burning.

We thank you for choosing the RIBRAVE PULSE™!

If you need further assistance, you can log onto our website www.ribrave.com for helpful videos and contact forms.

